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How much will reforms raise GDP? 

G-20 Finance Ministers committed to raising global GDP by 
2% over 5 years relative to baseline 

Aim for “SSBG” 

OECD/IMF provided initial “upside scenario” and asked to 
quantify impact of commitments 

The same framework underlies Going for Growth, 
the long-term projections in the Economic Outlook, 
and some country-survey analysis 



Modelling impact of structural reforms 
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Estimates from 
empirical studies 

of impact of 
policies on 

performance 

Supply-side 
impact on GDP 

Dynamic 
demand-side 

impact on GDP 

Growth accounting framework 

• Avoid double-counting 

• Assumptions to get to GDP, eg higher participation = higher employment 

Catch-up model of growth 

• Distance to frontier matters for productivity shocks 

Dynamics more uncertain 



Quantification of supply shocks 
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Shock 

• Impact on OECD indicators {PMR, EPL,   
CHILDC, IMPLICIT, ALMP, ARR, R&D} 

Impact 

• Apply elasticity to productivity/jobs 
based on research 

Macro 
outcome 

• Reform shocks applied in macro model 



Quantifying impact ─ rules of thumb 
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Issues (1) – what is a benchmark shock? 

Moving to “best practice” may be unrealistic 

Underlying estimation is based on FE panel regression 

Benchmark of past observed reforms in countries that reformed 
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OECD indicator of Product Market Regulation (PMR) 
Scale from least restrictive =1 to most restrictive=6 
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Issues (2) – what do indicators represent? 

Indicators only cover some aspects of policy + apply arbitrary weights 

Difficult to interpret some policies in terms of indicators 

Assume that average relationship in past data same as in reforms 
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Estimated impact of gains 
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Main driver of gains is PMR 

Size of gains larger for EMEs 

• Stricter PMR => larger absolute change 

• More potential to speed  catch up 
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Dynamics and demand-side effects 

Most estimates are for steady-state 

Less evidence for dynamic effects 

The common presumption of negative effects is not always supported 

Demand conditions seem to matter 
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Change in employment after a cut in unemployment benefit replacement rate 

Source: Bouis et al. (2012). 



Rebalancing impact of reforms 
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2 = 1 + Fiscal and REER adjustment

3 = 2 + Structural reforms

Investment channel 

Differential impact on competitiveness of PMR reforms in services on NTGs/TGs 

Ad hoc impact of social security extension China) 

Absolute value of global current account imbalances (divided by 2), %GDP 



Case for global coordination 
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Trade, investment and standard macro spillovers 

Reducing imbalances 

Innovation and productivity spillovers 

Productivity and trade spillovers boost overall growth 
by about 0.2pp for each 1pp increase in growth, 
mostly on the productivity 



Limitations 
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This is a very ambitious exercise 

Top down exercise 

• No substitute for bottom up estimation 

• Errors make it hard to evaluate specific cases 

Assumes full implementation of reform 

Dynamics not well understood 
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Background – productivity equations 
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